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English

We will explore a variety of genres 
and develop our writing to 
produce: 
-instructions to make a wonderful 
world.
-poetry about what makes the 
world wonderful.
-stories inspired by Australia.

We will continue to:
- compose sentences using a 
range of punctuation and continue 
to explore how conjunctions can 
help us develop the content of our 
sentences.
- focus on the correct use of 
grammar within our sentences.
- continue to develop and apply 
simple editing skills for checking 
the use of meaning, spelling and 
punctuation in sentences.
- use Letterjoin handwriting to 
employ the correct starting and 
finishing techniques.

Maths
2D and 3D shapes

- Recognise 2D and 3D shapes
- Make 2D and 3D shapes
- Count sides and vertices on 2D 
shapes
- Draw 2D shapes
- Lines of symmetry
- Sort 2D shapes
- Make patterns with 2D shapes
- Count faces, edges and 
vertices on 3D shapes
- Sort 3D shapes
- Make patterns with 3D shapes

Fractions
- Working with parts and wholes
- Recognising and finding halves, 
quarters and thirds
- Unit and non-unit fractions
- The equivalence of ½ and  ²⁄₄
- Finding ¾ 
- Counting in fractions
- Problem solving with fractions

In Spelling lessons we will 
be focusing on:

- u (o), ee (ey), o (a) after w 
and qu, er (spelt or) and or 
(spelt ar) after w, zh (spelt s)
- the reading and spelling of 
Common Exception words



P.E
Target Games

- To develop aiming skills.
- To develop the understanding and skills of target 
games using underarm throwing and kicking.
- To develop striking to a target and hitting a 
moving target.

Athletics
This half term we will have a coach from the City 
of Norwich Athletics Coaching who will teach us 
athletics skills.  
We will have fun taking part in a variety of athletic 
activities.

Computing
Creating Pictures

- To explore the work and styles of various 
artists.
- To create artwork based on various 
styles and artists using ‘2Paint a Picture’.
- To use skills learnt to create pictures 
based on this half terms topic.

Geography
- To name and locate the world’s seven 
continents and five oceans.

- Identify the location of hot and cold 
areas of the world in relation to the 
Equator and the North and South Poles.

- To compare human and physical 
features of Poringland to a small area 
of Australia.

- To use simple maps and infant atlases 
to know where Australia is in the world.

- To discuss human and physical 
geography when comparing hot and cold 
places in a Non-European country.

- To develop our enquiry skills by asking 
where, what, who questions about a 
small area of Australia.

Science
We will:

- observe and describe how seeds 
and bulbs grow into mature plants.

- find out about and describe how 
plants need water, light and a 
suitable temperature to grow and 
stay healthy.



Music: Owara - the huge river
Listening to detail & recalling 
sounds & patterns.
Compose/Improvise by 
copying & inventing short 
vocal chants.
Perform our composed pieces.
We will learn to sing the song 

‘What a Wonderful World’.

RSE
My Relationships

- We will explore what bullying 
is.
- We will consider how bullying 
can make someone feel.
- We will know what to do if 
we are bullied or if we see 
someone else being bullied.

R.E Our key question:
How important is it to Christians that Jesus came back to life 

after His crucifixion?
- To learn that Christians believe Jesus was given to people by God 
to save them from suffering
- To discuss the Easter story and our ideas about it
- To understand that there’s no right or wrong answer and that 
Christians believe Jesus came back to life to show them that 
there is life after death in heaven
We will take part in an Easter church service at All Saints Church, 

Poringland.

Art
Art and Design Skills

- To explore the use of tones in 
shading.
- To develop control of a pencil 
to create dark and light tones.
- To develop colour mixing skills.
- To design a plate in the style of 
Clarice Cliff.

PATHs
We will continue to talk about 
our feelings, (e.g. shy and 
embarrassed).
We will continue to use the 
Paths Control Signals and 
focus on how to come up with 
problem solving plans and try 
them out.


